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Abstract - Modern spaceborne radiometer systems 
feature an almost perfect on-board calibration, hence the 
primary calibration task the be carried out before launch 
is a check of radiometer linearity. This paper describes 
two ways of measuring linearity of microwave radiometers 
only requiring relatively simple equipment. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with alternatives to the traditional way of 
calibrating radiometers. The traditional method is based on the 
principle of pointing the radiometers feed horn towards a 
variable temperature, scene simulating target. Although 
conceptually simple it is not technically simple. The target 
must exhibit excellent VSWR and be variable in temperature 
over a large range with extreme precision (~ 0.1 K). Such a 
target is expensive and moreover its operation is expensive as 
it requires thermal vacuum environment. 

The on-board calibration in present spaceborne radiometer 
systems - like the well known SSM/I - is carried out in an 
almost ideal fashion: the feed horn cluster sequentially view 
the main offset parabolic reflector for the actual measurement 
of scene properties, the hot load for one calibration point, and 
the cold sky reflector for a second calibration point. The 
output of the hot load is known by careful measurements of 
the physical temperature of the absorbing elements, and by 
design taking into consideration the emmisivity of the load 
and the VSWR of the load in conjunction with the noise 
temperature of the radiometers as seen through the feeds. The 
output from the main reflector is the antenna temperature 
modified by the main reflector loss. This loss can be 
quantified very accurately, [1]. The output from the cold 
reflector is the sky temperature, which is known by design 
(feed/reflector radiation pattern, satellite geometry, orbit 
geometry), modified by the cold reflector loss. No VSWR 
problems are foreseen for the two reflector cases due to the 
offset geometry. Thus, as the losses and physical temperatures 
of the two reflectors are known with good accuracy, a perfect 
calibration takes place. This is in strong contrast to most 
earlier radiometer systems where a switch matrix selects 
whether the antenna, the hot load, or the separate sky horn is 
connected to the radiometer receiver. This result in large 
problems with losses, switch isolations, and the fact that 
different signal paths when calibrating and when measuring 
the antenna temperature must be sustained. Ground calibration 
in this case becomes an intriguing exercise in determining all 
possible losses, isolations, and radiometer transfer function 

properties. In the first case, however, due to the "perfect" 
calibration scheme, the ground calibration exercise would be 
non existing if the radiometers were known to be perfectly 
linear! 

Unfortunately the radiometers cannot be assumed perfectly 
linear, so the main task of the ground calibration is to 
determine the transfer function of the radiometers with 
sufficient accuracy, (plus the precise determination of the 
losses in the two reflectors which is not the subject here). 

II.  SIMPLE 3-POINT CALIBRATION 

The purpose of this calibration procedure is to make a 
rough calibration of the radiometers and check their linearity 
with good accuracy yet using simple, low-cost, primary 
targets. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two targets made 
of Eccosorb material in isolated metal buckets are used. 
Filling liquid nitrogen into a target provides a cold calibration 
temperature TC (~ 77 K) and leaving it without the liquid 
nitrogen provides the hot calibration temperature TH (= T0 ~ 
293 K). Two identical antennas are connected with equal 
waveguides to a magic tee, the radiometer is connected to the 
sum port while the difference port is terminated. The power 
from one antenna is split between the sum and difference 
ports.  
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Fig. 1: Set-up for simple 3-point calibration 

As the signals from the two antennas are uncorrelated, the 
sum port will provide to the radiometer the average value of 
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the two antenna signals (in the ideal, lossless case and with an 
ideal, symmetrical magic tee). The noise signal from the 
termination is split equally between the two antennas. 

The calibration procedure includes four cases: the hot case 
(HH) where both antennas view TH and the radiometer 
measures TH , the cold case (CC) where both antennas view 
TC and the radiometer measures TC , and two mixed cases 
(CH and HC) where one antenna views TC  the other TH and 
the radiometer measures (TC + TH )/2 or (TH + TC )/2 that are 
equal in the ideal case. 

It is assumed that the transfer function of the radiometer 
looks like the "possible situation" shown in Fig. 2. It is a very 
likely situation considering the way a radiometer is built. A 
dominating factor in the transfer function will be the square 
law detector. It is something between square law and linear, 
and "good" square law behavior is obtained for sufficiently 
low signal levels. A transfer function like the "impossible 
situation" shown in Fig 2 cannot be dealt with by the 
calibration method under discussion here. It is not a likely 
situation, and for many good reasons it must be avoided. 
Returning to the likely function of Fig. 2 and the procedure 
described above, it will in the following be shown that one can 
measure 3 points on the calibration curve with good accuracy 
even under non-ideal conditions i.e. lossy components and 
non-perfect balance in the magic tee (k is not 0.5). 
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Fig. 2: Radiometer calibration curves 

By inspection of Fig. 1 the following set of equations can 
be established: 

T1' = T1·l1 + (1 - l1)·T0  (1) 

T2' = T2·l2 + (1 - l2)·T0  (2) 

TM' = k·T1' + (1 - k)·T2' (3) 

TM = TM'·lM + (1 - lM)· T0 (4) 

By proper insertion the following expression for the input 
to the radiometer is found: 

TM = k· lM · l1· T1 + k· lM ·(1 - l1) + (1 - k)· lM · l2· T2 + (1 
- k)· lM ·(1 - l2)· T0 + (1 - lM)· T0  (5) 

Let's assume the hot case: T1 = T2 = TH = T0, and by 
insertion and reduction we find: 

TM
HH = T0 which is not surprising! 

By letting T1 = T2 = TC in equation (5) we find an 
expression for the radiometer input in the cold case: TM

CC . 
Likewise, T1 = TH = T0 and T2 = TC gives TM

HC , while T1 = 
TC and T2 = TH = T0 gives TM

CH . By proper insertion and 
reduction it is straight forward to show that the average value 
TM

av of TM
HC and TM

CH is equal to the mid point value Tm 
of TM

HH and TM
CC , i.e.: 

(TM
HC + TM

CH )/2 = (TM
HH + TM

CC )/2 (6) 

so, with our radiometer under test we measure the extreme 
(hot and cold) cases - TM

HH and TM
CC - we calculate the mid 

point value Tm , and we expect the radiometer to yield this 
value as an average TM

av of the two measurements of the 
mixed (hot/cold, cold/hot) cases. If not the radiometer is non-
linear.  

A precondition for this to be able to work is that there is 
reasonable balance in the system i.e. k ≈ 0.5 which means that 
TM

HC ≈ TM
CH , and that the radiometer has a "decent" 

nonlinear characteristic. 

A sensitivity analysis is warranted. Assume the magic tee 
imbalance to be ± 0.1 dB corresponding to k = 0.51. Assume 
equal length waveguides so that l1 = l2 = lM = 0.95 
(corresponding to 0.2 dB loss). Let TH = T0 = 293 K and TC = 
77 K. We can then calculate that TM

HH = 293 K, TM
CC = 

98.06 K, and the mid point value Tm = 195.53 K. Likewise we 
find TM

HC = 197.48 K and TM
CH = 193.58 K. The average 

value is TM
av = 195.53 K as we would have expected. It is 

seen that a realistic imbalance will result in a small difference 
in the TM values i.e. we can average the results from a slightly 
nonlinear radiometer and thus get a measurement of the 
deviation from linearity midway between TC and TH. 

Further comments: l1, l2 and lM  include the ohmic losses in 
the 3 ports of the magic tee. Lack of isolation between the 
difference port and the sum port will result in loss of some 
signal to the termination and generation of some signal in the 
sum port from the termination i.e. just like loss in the 
transmission line between the tee and the radiometer. Hence, 
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this effect can be regarded as included in lM and, as the 
calculations show, has no effect in the present case. 

It shall be noted that the calibration method under 
discussion does not solve the problem of finding the transfer 
function below 77 K, which could be a problem as the cold 
calibration point in space is only a few Kelvins. 

III.  LINEARITY CHECKED BY SLOPE MEASUREMENTS 

Fig. 3 shows another set-up by which a roughly calibrated 
radiometer can be checked for linerarity. An antenna horn 
points towards a simple liquid nitrogen target and a variable 
attenuator (Att2) with low insertion loss and at ambient 
temperature are able to produce any brightness temperature 
from ~77 K to ~ 293 K. The accurate value of the brightness 
temperature is not known but can be assessed by the roughly 
calibrated radiometer. Through a directional coupler with a 
coupling value of 20 dB (in order not to attenuate the signal in 
the main arm unduly) a noise signal of variable amplitude is 
injected. The signal originates in a noise diode (typical excess 
noise ratio, ENR larger than 20 dB) and is attenuated in a 
variable attenuator Att1. A PIN diode switch selects either this 
signal or the signal from a load at ambient for injection.  
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Fig. 3: Slope measurement set-up 

When the ambient load is on, the net result is that 
practically no extra noise is added to the signal from the 
antenna horn, while as the switch selects the signal from the 
noise diode a certain noise is added. The attenuators could be 
of the rotary vane type for low insertion loss and good 
stability. 

Fig. 2 shows the transfer function for the radiometer under 
test. By the rough calibration two points are established 
corresponding (as an example) to 77 K and 293 K. For 

simplicity the calibration constant (N/Ti) is assumed equal to 
1. If the transfer function is linear (dashed curve) then the 
output change ∆N corresponding to a certain setting of Att1, 
hence a certain input change ∆Ti, will be the same for all 
settings of Att2, hence all values of Ti. This is not the case if 
the transfer function is not linear. 

Let's assume a "nice" curve that deviates 0.1 from the linear 
curve midway between the two known calibration points 
(shown strongly exaggerated as the "possible" curve). An 
input of 185 K will result in an output of 185.1. If we select 
Att1 to give ∆Ti = 108 K we will observe a ∆N of 108.1 and 
107.9 for two suitable settings of Att2.  

This difference of 0.2 corresponding in the present example 
to 0.2 K can be clearly detected. Hence, by this method we 
can readily detect deviations from a linear curve down to the 
0.1 K level. Actually, we can measure the true deviation and 
assess the transfer function by proper selection of attenuator 
settings. 

It is noteworthy that if the antenna horn is pointed towards 
the sky the check can be extended almost down to the cold 
calibration point in space. 

IV.  MEASUREMENTS 

A.  3-Point Method 

A noise injection radiometer (NIR), a Dicke radiometer 
(DR), and a total power radiometer (TPR), all Ka band, have 
been subjected to linearity checks as described in Section II. 
In fact the NIR and DR cases are not independent as we deal 
with one Dicke type switching radiometer able to operate in 
both modes. Fig. 4 shows an example of the experiments with 
the NIR instrument. First the hot case is measured to TM

HH = 
295.10 K. Then follows, after filling one target with liquid 
nitrogen, a series of cold-hot / hot-cold combinations by 
moving the targets around. We find TM

HC = 188.43 K and 
TM

CH = 191.11 K (averages over the 3 measurements of 
each). Hence TM

av = 189.77 K. Filling the second target with 
nitrogen enables the 3 measurements of the cold case, and 
TM

CC = 88.17 K. Finally is shown a case where a low loss 
horn is connected directly to the radiometer input and pointed 
to the cold target to yield 77.27 K as result. This, together 
with the hot case, provides the basic calibration of the 
radiometer. From the hot and the cold case is seen that the mid 
point value is Tm = 191.64 K, meaning that there is a 
deviation from linearity of 1.87 K halfway between the hot 
and cold calibration point! 
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